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Abstrat
We answer a question of Darji and Keleti by proving in ZFC that there
exists a ompat nullset C0 ⊂ R suh that for every perfet set P ⊂ R
there exists x ∈ R suh that (C0 + x) ∩ P is unountable. Using this C0
we answer a question of Gruenhage by showing that it is onsistent with
ZFC that less than 2ω many translates of a ompat nullset over R.
The results of this note will appear in a forthoming paper with detailed
proofs and some bakground. The main goal now is to state the results.
The following set is fairly well known, it was investigated for example by
Erd®s and Kakutani.
Denition 0.1 Denote
C0 = {
∞∑
n=2
dn
n!
|dn ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 2} ∀n}
It is easy to see that C0 ⊂ R is a ompat nullset, that is, a ompat set of
Lebesgue measure zero. The following theorem answers a question of Darji and
Keleti.
Theorem 0.2 For every perfet set P ⊂ R there exists a translate C0 + x of
C0 suh that (C0 + x) ∩ P is unountable.
Proof. (sketh) Think of dn as digits with "inreasing base", then every x ∈
[0, 1] has an (almost) unique expansion. Construt reursively a dyadi tree of
intervals that desribes a very thin perfet subset Q ⊂ P whih is "ompatible"
with this digit representation. Make sure that eah branhing is at a far enough
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level in order to be able to onstrut the expansion of x suh that Q− x ⊂ C0
by simply ounting the number of bad digits for every xed n. 
Now we an answer the original question of Gruenhage, whih motivated
the work of Darji and Keleti. CPA is the well known axiom of Ciesielski and
Pawlikowski.
Theorem 0.3 CPA implies that R an be overed by less than ontinuum many
translates of C0.
Remark. (J. Steprans) We an also work with the so allad "slaloms" to obtain
the same result for more models.
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